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(i) resonant X -> HH  - ggF  

- If the parameter space of the model one will consider is such that the resonance is narrow (most of the cases)

- Spin 0 - can be interpreted as narrow heavy Higgs (2HDM/SUSY) AND Radion

- Spin-2 - can be interpreted as a bulk KK-graviton (less model independent case than the spin-0)

- To any model there is a part of the parameter space that the resonance is not expected to be narrow

- We have the possibility of scan the width of the resonance in the above mentioned model

- We do not actually do that yet…

- We could agree on a grid mass X width grid to scan here —> What does theorists think?

- If we can agree here on some benchmark points this could be on next results 

Example: KK-graviton

aMC@NLO at LO mode for both spin-0 and spin-2 particles, the Lagrangians are revised here and the UFO model is here 

Example: MSSMExample: Radion
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https://arxiv.org/abs/1404.0102v3
http://dibosonResonanceModel.tar.gz
https://cds.cern.ch/record/1155823?ln=en


(i) resonant X -> HH  - VBF  

- We are studying the inclusion of VBF categories in some of the final states

- The extraction of resonant HH from ggF and VBF production modes combined will be model dependent

- The relative cross sections between ggF and VBF is model dependent (examples on WED bellow)

- By now we have WED predictions and we could also consider the MSSM benchmarks proposed by the HXSWG

- Would you like to propose other benchmark to be considered?
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(i) resonant X -> HH  - ggF   

- To models of a spin-0 resonance there may be a part of the parameter space (low enough cross section) that the resonance 
is not expected to interfere with the non-resonant SM HH production and produce  a weird HH line shape

- We could anyhow for the time being chose a simplified model 
that allows for interference (eg singlet model of these authors, 
also in UFO) and have an first access of the impact of changes 
on resonance line shape in final limits

- If we can agree here on some benchmark points this 
could be on next results 

- We have models easily (aMC@NLO), but we do not have yet not the best way to scan the line shape 

- It would be to nice to devise a minimal set of physical parameters (mass X width X ???) 

- To scan parameters in even one concrete models proves to be difficult task

- The line shape is extremely model dependent

There is also 
the NLO version

Example done in X -> ZhH but the principle is the same to HH 
Work in progress: other ideas are very welcome!
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https://inspirehep.net/record/1389187?ln=en
https://arxiv.org/abs/1803.10379


- We did not  systematically considered yet such analyses however the most probable is that we use aMC@NLO

- For the SS case we can use the same as we use fo HH (just changing the “H” mass)

- For the SH model, in 4b we are investigating X -> YH production with a NMSSM model that experts (Abideh 
Jafari and Yiming Zhong) privately suggested this model, 

-  fully configurable masses and widths of both BSM resonances involved (mX, mY, gammaX, gammaY)

- it's actually the same model that CMS uses to make H > aa searches, but modified by Zhong to add 
Higgs-like coupling of the heaviest scalars with the SM particles

(i) resonant X -> HS and SS  

- How we want to scan? Just masses, or masses and width?  

- What target interpretation? Can somebody provide clear tables of cross section on a benchmark model following  
the scan we mutually decide to do in this meeting?

- Is there kinematics differences that should be kept in mind? e.g. between CP-odd/even particles? 
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https://github.com/l-cadamuro/MG5_HH_generation/blob/master/NMSSM/NMSSMHET_UFO.zip


- EFT ggF - aMC@NLO  at LO mode

- Change in anomalous couplings -> violent signal shapes changes -> no need that we pass by that point here

- ggF: privately provided by Eleni Vryonidou in 2014 (here)

- Five anomalous couplings as described in any reference of non-linear EFT parametrization, see HXSWG. 

- The non-linear parametrization can be mapped to any other parametrization of operators by linear combinations

- No chromomagnetic operator on it - I asked more than once, the authors do not provide, so they cannot 
complain that we do not use it…

- We generate the shape benchmarks and deal with then to any possible interpretation afterwards (see next)

non-resonant HH  - ggF - models 

- SM ggF:

- ggF: LO - results up to now - aMC@NLO at LO mode (the same that is used for anomalous couplings, see bellow)

- ggF NLO + top mass effects

- We have prepared samples with Powheg (last available version)

- We just received the model from aMC@NLO and we are currently integrating to CMSSW

- EFT ggF NLO + top mass effects

- We already have a private version of the Powheg that allows variate kl-kt - in process of being tested on CMSSW 
(Gundrum Heinrich et all)


- The prevision is that we will also have a model where we can generate also the sharpe benchmarks (?)

- There is no available model (to our knowledge) from aMC@NLO team that allows variate Higgs couplings
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https://cms-project-generators.web.cern.ch/cms-project-generators/BSM_gg_hh.tar
https://arxiv.org/abs/1610.07922
https://indico.cern.ch/event/731450/contributions/3099725/attachments/1712390/2761144/HH_LHC_WS_Sep2018.pdf


Resulting shape benchmarks
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- The clustering method is totally based on 
statistical inference (not physics)

- It was already covered in many occasions 
to this audience, 

- If needed we discuss it again with the 
material on backup 

They are , however, connected to physics —> A larger variability on kinematic <-> minima of cross sections 

The distributions of clusters closest to a given shape benchmark usually enclose simply connected regions of couplings  

BM1 BM2 BM3 BM4

BM5 BM6 BM7 BM8

BM9
BM10

BM11 BM12
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Reweighing event by event using representative 
matrix of events (e.g. the shape benchmarks) + 

analytical formulas

Treating the parts of the cross section as different 
samples to be combined 

(as ATLAS: see Xiaohu Sun presentation )

Pros

Cons

All the generated event statistics has positive weights 

= Maximal use of MC stats

More intuitive for setting limits on parameters given 
the statistical tools available on experiments

To set limits on parameters themselves one must 
adapt the limit setting framework for doing limits from 

scans/shape morphings

Part of the generated MC statistics may have 
negative weights, according with the point some 

weights can be large.

CMS analyses has been doing up to now
- As we did our MC/shape benchmarks, we first 

construct the three parts of the cross section with 
event by event reweighing and then apply the method

EFT (including kl-kt scans) kl-kt scans only (to 5-6 parameters the method 
would become cumbersome)

non-resonant HH  - ggF -  BSM scans (technical)

How we 
need the 
MC

If we can generate samples/shape benchmark we are 
happy (or at least some anomalous points)

The best is if we will be able to generate the 
interference parts of the ME separately


- It is possible in aMC@NLO in LO mode

- Possible in Powheg (NLO+top mass) (?)

We do have this implemented and tested

Usage

In the experiments, we need a way to be able to have a finite number of MC, but be able to scan 
continuously parameters on the signal MC.

Both methods, in principle, can be used @NLO + top mass effects —> with approximations implied:

 


 - to make any extrapolation we need to make somewhere the assumption that the radiation is BSM independent 

      - both methods for extrapolating MC will be mathematically wrong up to a point

         - We would like to validate from “how much” each method will be wrong
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non-resonant HH  - ggF -  validation reweighing
The event-by-event reweighing method was extensively tested on CMS FW

Results on 4b - Reconstructed variables

ggHH4b - plain simulation
Pangea: result after reweighing (summing all the shape benchmarks and using the binned analytical formula)

Similar tests were done to all public final states

- The group that did the Powheg ggHH already provided to 14 TeV in bins of mHH to validate the reweighing method @NLO

- 13 TeV on the way

- Other request to the authors:

—> Have the coefficients up to higher mhh (~3 TeV?) - to take care of the boosted analyses - now it is up to mhh = 1 TeV

—> Make the coefficients to cover the 3D kinematics of the Higgs pair (do it mhh X cost*HH, now is only on mhh bins) 

       —> cost*hh is approximately flat, but after analysis selection it is not completely flat 
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non-resonant HH  - ggF -  presenting results - Usage of EFT frameworks

0) Shape benchmarks 

- Shape benchmarks are designed to facilitate a possible discovery (if there is something to discover)


- Deliver results (in absence of discovery) on its terms only inform us practical information (not EFT info!): 

- how much an analysis is affected by change of kinematics roughly

- Which is the phase space it is more sensitive to

- How channels/experiments compare in different phase space configurations


- There is no need to redefine them @NLO

- We DO need to generate them @NLO for studies and interpolations - is this technically possible?

1) Specific scans and constraints on anomalous couplings / EFT coefficients 

- We DO want to do those, but

- We do plan to make the kl-kt scan, even if this one make little sense in theory —> how much you guys are eager to see it? 

- To consider: Single H processes that are affected by the same EFT parameters (as ttH) shall be treated consistently


- We could to agree in some other 2D scans (maybe on some specific model for the correlation of anomalous couplings) as 
starting point/example of a full fledged theory interpretation…


- If you want to see it on results, please propose some 2D planes to be scanned besides kl-kt ;-)


- How to consider VBF HH (that have additional anomalous couplings) on those scans?

- Do not forget: to assure re-usage of the data in a model independent fashion and with maximal precision there 

are some suggestions as deliver the complete likelihood in terms of HH


- This is not the scope of this talk
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https://indico.cern.ch/event/731450/sessions/281299/attachments/1712483/2761331/pres_discussione.pdf


- There are three parameters (see HXSWG) - we use the model privately by R. Contino here, but many more equivalent UFO 
models for the same physics can be found  here 

- We also have the model on the non-linear parameterization

non-resonant X HH  - VBF (EFT) 

Both SM and EFT are simulated with aMC@NLO in LO mode.

- There is no settled method of how practically scan the parameter space, so we chose 4 points arbitrarily chosen
- cards with the parameters we generated can be found here

- Do we want a systematic shape benchmark definition here? 
- Do we want analytical reweighing formulas?
- Do we want to agree on a set of points?

We do have available the NLO QCD  models to such process, but we know that QCD corrections to VBF are small…

Both methods proposed for ggHH can work to the VBF HH case 
with extra challenges 
  —> larger phase space and more contributions in the sum*

The second largest production mode of HH is the VBF mode. Though in SM case, the VBF is non-
significant compared to ggF but in BSM scenario, the VBF can become quite sizable with respect to ggF

- Need to devise a way to consider the process together with ggF EFT in some scenarios

Example in specific model
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σVBF/σGF - MCHM
Work in progress! Anamika 
Aggarwal, Enrico Bertuzzo, 
A.C. and Florian Goertz

*see an attempt to the “sum of 
parts” method in backup
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https://cms-project-generators.web.cern.ch/cms-project-generators/SM_HEL_UFO_noLightYukawa_HH_VBF.tar.gz
http://feynrules.irmp.ucl.ac.be/wiki/BSMCharacterisation
https://github.com/cms-sw/genproductions/tree/master/bin/MadGraph5_aMCatNLO/cards/production/2017/13TeV/VBF_HH


- We use Pythia8 for all showering - tunning  CP5 

Parton shower for (i) resonant, (ii) non-resonant HH production - ggF

- It was a a proposal from ATLAS to make alternate shower settings for a more precise shower systematics

- The proposal is to use Herwig7 as the alternative shower

- All the new generation of MC in CMS will contain Pythia8 PS weighs that will cover the PS uncertainty

- Those consist of uncorrelated variations of muR and cNS for the different splitting modes for both ISR and FSR 

- Description on Pythia8 manual here and practical example 

Comparisons and validations on the Pythia8 CMS 
tuning can be found on CMS-PAS-GEN-17-001
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- To aMC@NLO at LO mode: for 
completeness here there is one example

- Also for the Powheg NLO: for 
completeness, here is one example

http://home.thep.lu.se/Pythia/pythia82html/Variations.html
https://github.com/cms-sw/cmssw/blob/master/Configuration/Generator/python/PSweightsPythia/PythiaPSweightsSettings_cfi.py
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2636284?ln=en
https://github.com/cms-sw/genproductions/blob/master/python/ThirteenTeV/Higgs/HH/ResonanceDecayFilter_example_HHTo4T_madgraph_pythia8_CP5_cff.py
https://github.com/cms-sw/genproductions/blob/master/python/ThirteenTeV/Higgs/HH/ResonanceDecayFilter_example_HHTo4T_powheg_pythia8_CP5_cff.py


Parton shower for (i) resonant, (ii) non-resonant HH production - VBF

- As for now we also use Pythia8 for all showering - tunning  CP5

- It is known the Pythia8 can mis-model the kinematics of the third jet - what leads to mis- modeling of more global variables

- The plan is to start using Herwig7 or Pythia8 with dipoleRecoil=on for showering of the aMC@NLO ME simulations of VBF HH
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Thank you for attention
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Backup
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Treating pieces of cross section as different samples to be combined

Validation done by L. Cadamuro

Made with the default MGaMC@NLO SM loop model + coupling orders (kindly done by Eleni Vryonidou)

The 5D version (LO) is done (see backup), just ask me out

Only the model with kt-kl animals couplings were available at the time of validation (LO)

     => triangle (t) + box (b) + interference (i)
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There are 2 practical ways to get the shape parts:

1) Using analytical formulas to isolate them from few simulations on different points (see P. Bokan talk)

2) Using an MC model that allow simulation of different parts of the matrix element squared 

Total shape = all the interference parts summed up, with proper coefficients



“Sum if parts” method to VBF Higgs couplings scans
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The process

Pieces of the modifications of the total cross section:

Those coefficients can also be viewed as differential

(15 at LO and 23 at NLO)

+

+

…

Mhh

co
st*

A1

A2

A3

That is a simple concept! How to use it?
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Analytical parametrization of shapes 
Reweighing event by event shape benchmarks

1) Using an MC model that allow simulation of different parts of the matrix 
element squared and binning it 


       - in MG_MC@NLO it means using coupling orders

- There is model ready @5D 

+

+

…

Mhh
co

st*

A1

A2

A3

2) Brute force: generating a large grid of parameter space and fitting the above 
formula in each kinematical bin


- This was done when the tools (1) were not available 

- MC simulations do have statistical uncertainties 


 => The more number of samples on a scan more precise the fit, e.g.

There are 2 practical ways to get the coefficients/bin:

 => This method is not so precise in tails of mhh, but 
for the kinematics space of resolved analyses it was 
well validated and used on all CMS analyzes (but 
bbWW) 

Example of validation on signal region of 
CMS ggbb 2015 recast (Anamika’s talk)

Reweighing 12M MC events (sum of BM)
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[3]



The process @ LO
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[1]Testing similarities on multi-dimensional space



Defining shape benchmarks
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Resulting shape benchmarks
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Shape benchmarks distributions on parameter space

As result, the distributions of benchmarks usually enclose simply connected regions of couplings  
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[1]



Digression

- In the 8 TeV CMS analysis an explicit scan os some 
anomalous couplings was done 


- We organize these points in clusters 

- Even if there is spread on the final result, there is a 

clear pattern on the spread of the limits 

For the 2016 version of this 
analysis we will make the 
reverse exercise
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[2]



Fast reinterpretation method

The TS test can also be used as a fast reinterpretation method 


—> Given one sample we can (TS) test which is the most similar shape 
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I do not need to know the physical parameters !!!

TS1

TS2

…

TS SM

My weird shape

(mhh and cost*HH)

https://github.com/kenmimasu/Rosetta/tree/dev/dihiggs [1]

An implementation of the TS test just entering the 5 anomalous couplings 
mentioned here can be found on:

[4] Rosetta: an operator basis translator for Standard Model effective field theory: 
A. Falkowski, B. Fuks, K. Mawatari, K. Mimasu, F. Riva, V. sanz

This was made possible because we have an analytical parametrization of the 
HH topology in terms of these 5 parameters

[3]

Closest Shape benchmark

https://github.com/kenmimasu/Rosetta/tree/dev/dihiggs


comparison between shape interpolation and shape benchmarks

The kl-kt scan is just an demonstration focussed on the sensitivity of shape modifications. The are caveats!!!!

- SM HH BR                

- Ignoring anomalous couplings effect on the contamination of signal on single H

We compare with the sensitivity of a explicit scan and of using the benchmarks results

-> calculated with Delphes recast of the ~3/fb CMS and ATLAS analyses 

     (see Anamika’s talk + backup for validation on shape benchmarks)

- The result/benchmark seems a fair for an first assessment

The 2016 CMS 
analysis were a bit 
sensitive to shape 
modifications
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[3]

Let’s take a leap of confidence



Using CMS combo

CMS released a limits from the combination of the hh-channels calculated on the shape benchmarks 

(see L. Cadamuro talk)

It is clear that the relative impact of each channel for different signal topologies changes

=> They are complimentary on the parameter space of anomalous couplings
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Where the limits on some anomalous couplings combinations would be?

This is a demonstration of usage!!!!  

- Assuming SM HH BR 

- Ignoring anomalous single H processes 

The idea is to make possible to estimate the effects of the experimental results on 
your favorite model in case ATLAS and CMS did not consider it
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[3]

Interesting features can 
be found on boundaries

C2 = +1 C2 =  0 C2 = -1

See Anamika’s talk for the effect of correlations

- Am I suggesting the experiments should use benchmarks to 
access anomalous couplings ???—> NO!!!!!!! 
- Easy handles to estimation outside experiment


0 = SM-like
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Where the limits on some anomalous couplings combinations would be?



Shape benchmarks @ QCD NLO

Request to the authors (see part II of this talk)

—> Have the coefficients up to higher mhh (~3 TeV?)

—> Make the coefficients to cover the 3D kinematics of the Higgs pair 

       —> cost*hh is approximately flat, but after analysis selection it is not completely flat — see backup

       —> mhh cost* can still be a good approximation to reconstruct the hh system, one can add thought pz(hh) to complete the 3D

—> have the same result at 14TeV = future studies

The NLO coefficients only 
goes up to 1 TeV 

=> the shape normalization is 
not correct

The authors of [1] calculated reweighing coefficients to QCD NLO  (parametrized only by mhh)

[5] HH production in non-linear EFT with full mt-dependence at NLO QCD. G. Buchalla, M. Capozi A. Celis G. Heinrich L. Scybozb

• The shapes of the BMs with LO after shape normalization maintain the characteristics up to the 
degree of precision that we can claim with the method!
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Fast reinterpretation method

The TS test can also be used as a fast reinterpretation method 


—> Given one sample we can (TS) test which is the most similar shape 
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I do not need to know the physical parameters !!!

TS1

TS2

…

TS SM

My weird shape

(mhh and cost*HH)

If you want to use different input from 5 anomalous couplings 
(e.g Chromomagnetic, new physics on the loop, off shell 
resonances, HH+X…) you just have some coding homework, 
but the mapping is technically possible 

[3]

 the user should have conscience if it is physically possible !!!!   ;-)

Closest Shape benchmark
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Examples of size of weights  

~400k events/sample


Similar weights distributions to all BMs
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